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Medical students now have a resource for unlocking the potential of their brain – the only
catch? One must be a member of Uncommon Student MD to find out how.
Uncommonstudentmd.com, a website creating a community for students who want to do
uncommon things with medicine, is offering new members-only content starting February 1. “The
latest neuro-cognitive research on movement and learning has shown there is a better way to
study,” said Justin Weaver, co-founder and editor of Uncommon Student MD. “This guide will show
you how to learn faster while retaining more, which will enhance your test performance.”
Uncommon Student MD has gathered information from experts in the field of movement and
learning so that students can take advantage of the un-taped potential they possess. The guide
would include things such as: tools for efficient studying, how to improve comprehension and
memory, stronger faster question recall strategies, tools to increase motivation and study stamina,
and ways to improve critical thinking and analytical skills. It would be available for free download for
members only.
This incentive to become a member is a way for Uncommon to grow their online community.
“We want to hear from other like-minded medical students and want them to be active members by
joining the uncommon conversation,” said Justin, “The site will provide students with opportunities
to learn from other people and physicians who they wouldn’t have been able to talk to or know
about otherwise.”
The goal in starting the site was to create a place for students wanting to do uncommon
things with medicine. This active community of medical school students, residents and physicians
bring information about designing a medical career in ways that one may have never imagined. The
founders, two brothers- Jeremy and Justin Weaver, 1st and 3rd year medical school students at Loma
Linda University- wanted it to be a community for changing the status quo, being innovative, and
being an entrepreneur in the medical field. “We realized that in medical school you are made to just
memorize checklists,” said Justin Weaver, editor and co-founder of the site, “there’s not a lot of
places as creative outlets for people who want to look outside the box. That’s what we wanted [the
site] to be.”
To take advantage of this brain potential information log onto uncommonstudentmd.com and
become a member. You will then receive access to exclusive member-only material, guides, and
interviews. Justin says, “We want more people to be a part of this unique online community. Check
out the site, join in on the discussion, be uncommon.”
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